Abstract. This paper considers problems of nding nonperiodic and periodic schedules in a cycle shop which is a special case of a job shop but an extension of a ow shop. The cycle shop means the machine environment where all jobs have to pass the machines over the same route like in a ow shop but some of the machines in the route can be met more than once. We propose a classi cation of cycle shops and show that recently studied reentrant ow shops, robotic ow shops, loop reentrant owshops and V shops are special cases of cycle shops. Problems solvable in polynomial time, pseudopolynomial time, NP-hard problems and performance guarantee approximations are presented. Related earlier results are surveyed.
Introduction
A cycle shop introduced by Degtiarev and Timkovsky DT76] (see also T77, T86, T92,  T98] ) is a special case of a job shop but an extension of a ow shop. All jobs in a cycle shop have the same sequence of operations on the machines, but in contrast to a ow shop, some operations can be repeated on some machines a number of times, and this number can di er from one machine to another. Cycle-shop scheduling problems arose from the VLSI technologes research that was held in the middle seventies in Soviet electronic industry. The term \cycle shop" was chosen because the sequence of operations on the machines can be nicely depicted by a spiral cyclogram (see This paper presents new results on the complexity and approximation of cycle-shop scheduling. Section 2 gives a classi cation of cycle-shops and related scheduling problems and surveys results obtained earlier and in this paper. Section 3 presents cycle-shopping isomorphisms between problems on modulated identical parallel machines and problems in a perfect cycle shop, and the cycle-shopping theorem which is a general polynomial-time reduction of problems on identical parallel machines with equal-processing-time jobs to problems in a cycle shop with unit-time operations. Along with the ow-shopping theorem BK98, T98A] and the open-shopping theorem T98A] it represents one more natural derivative from the job-shopping theorem T98]. Nonperiodic problems are considered in Section 4. After establishing problems solvable in polynomial time, we prove the NPhardness of cycle-shop problems with unit-time operations that were open before by using the cycle-shopping theorem and known NP-hard problems on identical parallel machines with equal-processing-time jobs. Section 5 is devoted to periodic problems. The main result in it is a polynomial-time algorithm for a general minimum-period cycle-shop problem and the strong NP-hardness proof of the simplest minimum-ow problem with unit-time operations in cycle shops with only one repetitive machine. We also consider performance guarantee approximations for the latter problem. In conclusion we discuss open problems.
Claccification and previous results
The main purpose of this section is to extend the commonly known classi cation of nonperiodic scheduling problems LLRKS93, B95] to robotic and periodic scheduling problems using only minor innovations. In our classi cation a robot is just an additional machine in any machine environment that only requires a setup after processing operations. Herein, the setup time is exactly the travel time of the empty robot move from one machine to another. Besides, we consider periodic problems as special cases of nonperiodic problems. As we can see, such an approach helps to discover the relationship between classic problems and recently studied problems in robotic and periodic shops.
All denotations will follow the notation in LLRKS93]: , the empty symbol; n, the number of jobs in a given nite job set J; m, the number of machines; C j ; m j ; r j ; d j and w j , the completion time, the number of operations, the release date, the due date and the weight of the job J j , respectively; O ij , the ith operation in J j ; p ij , the processing time of O ij , where i = 1; 2; : : :; m j and j = 1; 2; : : :; n. Parameters r j ; d j ; w j and p ij are considered to be integer, herein min j r j = 0, w j > 0. If not stated otherwise we assume that processing times p ij are positive. Set p max = max ij p ij , p min = min ij p ij . Parameters ij ; i 2 f1; 2; : : :; mg will be used as indices of the machines M 1 ; M 2 ; : : :; M m . To represent scheduling problems we follow the three-eld classi cation j j , where , and specify the machine environment, job characteristics and the minimization criterion, respectively.
2.1. Cycle shop and related machine environments. As we use a common terminology in our classi cation, some of the machine environments will possibly have not the same names under which they were considered earlier. Jobs in a job shop are identical or of one type if m j =`, ij = i and p ij = p i . The number di erent types of jobs in J will be denoted as h. So Let M k be the machine in a cycle shop that processes m k operations in one job. Then de ne m k to be the multiplicity of M k . We call M k a unimachine or a multimachine if m k = 1 or m k > 1, respectively. De ne r, the number of multimachines, and m = max 1 k m m k to be the (cyclic) rank and the (cyclic) multiplicity of the cycle shop, respectively. 0 2 f ; rg will be used only for cycle shops. For example, a ow shop is of rank 0 and multiplicity 1, a loop shop is of rank 1 and multiplicity 2, a robotic ow shop is of rank 1 and multiplicity m ? 1, and a two-machine cycle shop with four or more operations in jobs is of rank 2. Notice that a two-machine robotic ow shop is a three-machine ow shop. A three-machine robotic ow shop is a cycle shop of rank 1 and multiplicity 2, i.e., the simplest robotic ow shop which is not a ow shop. Aslo, note that a V shop is of rank m ? 1 and multiplicity 2. A loop shop, or a robotic ow shop has only one multimachine. In a dual way, a V shop has only one unimachine. Notwithstanding, a two-machine loop shop, a two-machine V shop and a twomachine cycle shop with three operations in jobs represent the same cycle-shop machine environment which minimally di ers from a two-machine ow shop. Further we mean and consider only cycle shops of positive rank, i.e., which are not ow shops.
Observe that a robotic job shop was constructed from a job shop by inserting an additional operation on an additional common machine between each two consecutive operations in each job. Hence, not only a cycle or ow shop but any special case of a job shop has a robotic counterpart (see Figure 1. 2). However, we consider only robotic cycle or ow shops because we are not aware of the results on other types of robotic shops. The multimachine M m in the robotic shops we call a light robot. Operations on M m can be considered as transportations of parts between the other machines. We use the term \light" to emphasize that the empty light robot can move instantly, and all related problems can be studied without a consideration of robot moves. In the next subsection we also consider a heavy robot which being empty cannot move instantly, and all related problems require a consideration of robot moves. In robotic shops, P j will denote the part related to J j , p ej and p oj will denote the processing times only of even operations O ej , e = 2; 4; : : :; m j ? 1, on M m and odd operations O oj , o = 1; 3; : : :; m j on M 1 ; M 2 ; : : : ; M m?1 . We assume that a light or heavy robot loads and unloads parts instantly as well because nonzero loading and unloading times can be included into processing times p oj or transportation times p ej . all j. In this case, p 1j and p m j j are the pick-up time and the drop-o time that the robot needs to pick P j up from the input hopper and drop P j o onto the output hopper. In all models we know these times are not dependant on j or m j . So, we assume that p 1j = p and p m j j = d for all j. Thus, any complications related to the robot presence reduce to the consideration of robot moves. We also assume that robot moves are purposeful, i.e., the robot moves to and stops at the machines only with the purpose of loading, unloading or transporting parts, and that no bu ers between or at the machines, i.e., at any time any part is being handled by the robot M m , in the input hopper M 1 , in the output hopper M m?1 , or being processed on M 2 ; M 3 ; : : :; M m?2 . If the parts are not allowed to stay on M 2 ; M 3 ; : : :; M m?2 without processing, then the no-bu er environment means the no-wait constraint for parts. Let paper involve only in nitely periodic schedules. We obtain the de nition of a nitely n-job periodic schedule if we use limited breeding of by a nite number of shifts by P units in time. In what follows, if the number of jobs in J is immaterial, then the term \n-job" will be omitted. Besides, if not stated otherwise, the term \periodic" will mean \in nitely periodic". De ne a periodic problem to be a problem of nding a periodic schedule. De ne a ow time of the periodic schedule to be the maximum completion time in . One of the main points in our approach is to consider any periodic problem as a nonperiodic problem with an additional constraint. Let i.e., B max = max 1 { m B { . We call a periodic schedule with period P trivially periodic if B max P. It is easy to see that this inequality implies PC, and a minimum-period trivially periodic schedule is a result of concatenation of copies of , where B max = P. Hence, nding a trivially periodic schedule of minimum period reduces to nding a nonperiodic schedule of minimum maximum busy time. Note that the maximum busy time in heavily robotic shops is always reached on M m , i.e., on the robot, and called the robot cycle time. Since all the events in the sequence " can be taken modulo P, we can get the anologous sequence of events modulo P in the interval 0; P ? 1]. Hence, any heavily robotic machine environment has the periodic counterpart.
Periodic problems in this paper are based on the above periodicity concept. We avoid considering periodic problems on identical parallel machines HM95, M96] fi; i ? 1g, will mean that: the processing times do not depend on jobs; depend only on machines;
are divisible by the processing time q on the machine with maximum multiplicity (only for periodic cycle shops); are divisible by m; equal; unit-time; equal p or q; processing windows are speci ed, i.e., l i p i u i for xed lower bound l i and upper bound u i (only for one-job periodic robotic ow shops), respectively. In the case of identical jobs \p ij " will be replaced by \p i ". x = : the constraint x is removed.
x?y = x ; x+1 ; : : : ; y , the constraint sequence, where 1 x < y 7.
In the following minimization criteria we assume that C ij is the completion time of O ij , C max = max 1 j n C j , L max = max 1 j n L j , where L j = C j ?d j , f max = max 1 j n f j (C j ), 2.5. Assumptions, relationship and terminology. We assume that = P implies a periodic problem. In periodic problems with B max 6 = 6 = P the period P will be considered to be given. Denotations of nonperiodic problems with = B max will also denote the related trivially periodic problems since they are equivalent. To distinguish periodic problems with 6 = P from their nonperiodic counterparts the last letter in denotations of their machine environments will be caligraphic.
= RF
: a periodic robotic ow shop with B max 6 = 6 = P. 1 = R 3 4 F : a periodic heavily robotic ow shop with B max 6 = 6 = P. For example, CkC max and RFk P C j denote periodic problems, meanwhile CkC max and RFk P C j denote their nonperiodic counterparts, respectively. CkP, CkB max , RFkP, RFkB max and RFkP denote periodic problems. Note that RF 2 j j and RC 2 j j are special cases of 1C 2 j j and C 2 j j , respectively, and that C 2 j 1?4 ; n = 1; 6?7 j and J 2 j 1?4 ; n = 1; 6?7 j are identical. The same is true in the periodic case. Since the Proof. Let P A denote the period in A, and let m A and m B denote multiplicities of the cycle shops in A and B, respectively. Obviously, P A maxfm A ; q max g, where q max = max { q { , and P B m B . Without loss of generality we assume that M 1 is the multimachine in both problems. For the reduction A / B, replace each unimachine in an instance of A with processing time q by q unimachines with unit processing time and put P B = P A . This produces an instance of B which obviously has the same minimum C max . If P B f B , the reduction B / A can be obtained by replacing each ow component of length q in an instance of B by one unimachine with processing time q and putting P A = P B . If 1 = 1 or/and `= 1 in B, add one arti cial starting or/and nishing unit-time operation on one or two arti cial unimachines, respectively. Depending on zero, one or two arti cial unimachines is added, the minimum C max for the constructed instance of A will equal, exceed by one or two the minimum C max for the instance of B. Since f B = q max and P B m B = m A , we have P A maxfm A ; q max g.
In the literature devoted to heavily robotic ow shops the set of parts associated with J is a so called MPS, i.e., a minimal part set, where the part types are presented in certain proportions. Also, several authors use the term \cyclic scheduling" instead of \periodic scheduling" and \cycle time" instead of \period". The latter two terms, however, are not synonyms in our classi cation because they mean B max and P, respectively. In several papers the cycle time has been denoted as C t , but we do not use it to avoid an association with the completion time. Besides, B max we found more informative.
Rapidly growing literature on the complexity of periodic scheduling problems is primarily devoted to in nitely periodic problems, related exact or heuristic algorithms and NPhardness proofs. However, performance guarantee approximations for in nitely periodic problems and nitely periodic problems have been barely attracted someone's attention. If processing times of jobs are divisible by m, then we refer to modulated or perfect schedules and problems as schedules and problems for modulated identical parallel machines or a perfect job shop, respectively. Our special attention will be paid to P mod 2 j 1 ; 3?5 ; p j = mg j j , J per 2 j 2?5 ; m j = mh j ; p ij = 1j and C per 2 j 2?5 ; m j = mh j ; p ij = 1j . The following isomorphisms reveal a key connection between scheduling on identical parallel machines and unit-time job-shop scheduling.
Lemma 3.1. Job-shopping isomorphisms] T98] P mod 2 jpmtn; 3?5 ; p j = mg j j J per 2 j 3?5 ; m j = mg j ; p ij = 1j ; P mod 2 j 3?5 ; p j = mg j j J per 2 jno wait; 3?5 ; m j = mg j ; p ij = 1j :
As it was shown in T98], for any perfect job-shop scheduling problem with a criterion , which is a nondecreasing function of job completion times, it is su cient to only consider schedules where the length of every uninterrupted part of every job is divisible by m. Hence, to determine a perfect job-shop schedule it is su cient to indicate only start times and lengths of uninterrupted parts of jobs because the unit-time operations inside the parts are uniformly distributed among the machines. Besides, the rst isomorphism in Lemma 3.1 implies that for any modulated scheduling problem on identical parellel machines, where the criterion has the same property, it is su cient to only consider schedules where the length of every nonpreemptive part of every job is also divisible by m. We will use the following special case of Lemma 3.1, where g j = h for j = 1; 2; : : :; n. Lemma 3.2. Cycle-shopping isomorphisms] P mod 2 jpmtn; 3?5 ; p j = mhj C per 2 j 3?5 ;`= mh; p ij = 1j ; P mod 2 j 3?5 ; p j = mhj C per 2 jno wait; 3?5 ;`= mh; p ij = 1j :
The job-shopping theorem that provides a general polynomial-time reduction of problems on identical parallel machines to unit-time job-shop problems is based on Lemma 3.1. Here we give it in an extended form which highlights additional properties of the reduction that run out from the theorem proof. { the images of the reductions consist of perfect unit-time job-shop problems; { the reductions conserve the number of jobs, translating the processing times p j of jobs in problems on identical parallel machines into the numbers m j of operations of jobs in perfect unit-time job-shop problems such that m j = cp j for a common positive integer c divisible by m with c > m 2 . Since the reductions in Theorem 3.1 do not change the relative length of jobs and a perfect unit-time job-shop problem with jobs of equal length is obviously a unit-time cycle shop problem, we have the following corollary for cycle shops.
Theorem 3.2. Cycle-shopping theorem]
If 2 fC max ; L max ; P C j ; P w j C j ; P T j ; P w j T j ; P U j ; P w j U j g, then P 2 jpmtn; 3?5 ; p j = pj / C 2 j 3?5 ; p ij = 1j ; P 2 j 3?5 ; p j = pj / C 2 jno wait; 3?5 ; p ij = 1j ; where:
{ the images of the reductions consist of perfect unit-time cycle-shop problems in a cycle shop of rank m and multiplicity more than m; { the reductions conserve the number of jobs, translating processing time p of jobs in equal-time problems on identical parallel machines into the number`of operations of jobs in perfect unit-time cycle-shop problems such that`= cp for a positive integer c divisible by m.
Note that the job-shopping involves the preemptive{no-no-wait correspondences and the nonpreemptive{no-wait correspondences (i.e., the isomorphisms and the reductions). The cycle-shopping is just a contraction of these correspondences. Meanwhile, the analogous derivatives from job-shopping for ow shops BK98, T98A] and open shops T98A] are rather slight modi cations of only the preemptive{no-no-wait correspondences that, besides, hold for all the criteria except the total completion time. 4 . Nonperiodic cycle shops 4.1. Two-machine problems solvable in polynomial time. The size of C2jr j ; p ij = 1jC max and C2jp ij = 1j P U j is n+log`+ P n j=1 log r j or d j ]. The size of the job-shop counterparts, J2jr j ; p ij = 1jC max and J2jp ij = 1j P U j , is n + P n j=1 log m j + P n j=1 log r j or d j ]. Since the job-shop problems can be solved in polynomial times O(n 2 ) T97] and O(n 7 ) K99A], respectively, which are polynomial in the size of the cycle-shop problems as well, the latter can be solved in polynomial time by the same algorithms. The Earliest-CompletionFirst (ECF) algorithm solves J2jp ij = 1j P C j , which size is n+ P n j=1 log m j , in polynomial time O(n log n) K94, KT96] . In application to C2jp ij = 1j P C j this time is pseudopolynomial because the size of the cycle-shop problem is log n + log`. To explain how to get a polynomial-time solution let us consider the ECF algorithm. ECF algorithm. Split each job into two uninterrupted parts, where the rst part includes only the rst operation, the second part includes the remaining operations. And then ll the processing time of the two machines by the parts following the ECF rule, i.e., at each step, schedule the part of a job which, being scheduled without interruptions, has the earliest completion time. It is easy to check that no advantage to interruptions of jobs in application of the ECF algorithm to C2jp ij = 1j P C j , and the jobs start in an ECF schedule without interruptions at times k(`+ 1) and k(`+ 1) + 1, k = 0; 1; : : :, where n 2 (`+ 1) + 1 or n?1 2 (`+ 1) is the last start time if n is even or odd, respectively. Since the jobs are identical, the ECF schedule can be found with constant time and space requirements. Note that J2jr j ; p ij = 1jL max remains open even for pseudopolynomial-time solution. In the next subsection, however, we show that the cycle-shop counterpart of this problem can be solved in pseudopolynomialtime. In the case of equal-release-date no-wait jobs we can get, however, that two-machine cycle-shop problems with more general criteria can be solved in polynomial time.
Lemma 4.1. P mod jp j = mhj P f j can be solved in polynomial time O(n 3 ).
Proof. Since f j are nondecreasing functions, we can consider only compact optimal schedules, where each machine has no idling. Hence, the start times of jobs in any compact optimal schedule for P mod jp j = mhj are 0; 1; : : :; m ? 1, mh; mh + 1; : : :; 2mh ? 1, 2mh; 2mh + 1; : : :; 3mh ? 1; : : : which we denote as S 1 ; S 2 ; : : :; S n , respectively. They are all di erent, therefore, the problem is to nd a minimum-total-cost assignment of n jobs to n start times, where the assignment of J j to S k costs f j (S k + mh). But Lemma 4.3. C2j 2?5 ;`= 2h ? 1; p ij = 1j / C2j 2?5 ;`= 2h; p ij = 1j : Proof. Let I be an instance of C2j 2?5 ;`= 2h ? 1; p ij = 1j . Construct the instance I 0 of C2j 2?5 ;`= 2h; p ij = 1j from I by appending one operation to the beginning of each job and increasing all due dates (if they are given) by one. It is easy to make sure that each compact optimal schedule for I can be obtained from a compact optimal schedule for I 0 by deleting all appended operations and shifting time by one unit back. which increases the number of jobs by`=m times.
Proof. Each instance of the former problem can be converted into an instance of the latter by considering jobs with processing time mh as chains of h jobs with processing time m. If J j is a job with release date r j , due date d j and weight w j of an instance of the former problem, then the new h jobs in the related chain have common release date r j , due dates D; D; : : :; D; d j , where D is a large number bounded by a polynomial in the problem size, and weights 0; 0; : : :; 0; w j , respectively. It is easy to see that the reduction is a trivial isomorphism for the criterion C max which does not involve due dates and weights, and that the reduction does not hold for the criterion P C j due to the absence of weights. P w j C j can be solved in polynomial time because even Fjr j ; p ij = 1j P w j U j and Fjr j ; p ij = 1j P w j T j are so LLRKS93]. It is important to observe that the reductions in Corollary 4.5 prove the NP-hardness of no-wait unit-time problems in cycle shops of rank m and multiplicity at least m. NP-hard no-wait unit-time ow-shop counterparts could also give NP-hardness proofs but only in the case of rank 0 and multiplicity 1, i.e., only for ow shops. All the no-wait unit-time owshop counterparts are equivalent to their relaxations without the no-wait constraint T98A] and are strongly NP-hard except Fjintree; r j ; p ij = 1j P C j and Fjprec; p ij = 1j P C j which remain open as well as Cjintree; r j ; p ij = 1j P C j and Cjprec; p ij = 1j P C j .
Periodic cycle shops
In this section we show that Cjprec; r j jP and Cjno wait; n = 1; p i = 1jP can be solved in polynomial time and that 1Cjno wait; n = 1; p i = q i =qjP can be solved in pseudopolynomial time. Then we strengthen the NP-hardness result of Roundy for Cjn = 1jC max R92] showing that even RFjn = 1; p o = q o ; p e = 1jC max and, hence by Lemma 2.1, 1Cjn = 1; p i = 1jC max are strongly NP-hard. We also consider absolute error bound approximations for the latter problem.
5.1. Minimum-period cycle shops and even job shops are easy. There is a simple polynomial time algorithm for Jjprec; r j jP with time requirement proportional to the total number of operations in jobs. Remind that the ow time is not restricted in this problem, and the algorithm freely spends it. The rst three steps solve the problem disregarding the release dates. The fourth step turns the schedule into one that satis es given release dates.
Construct the precedence relation R for the total set of operations in the jobs and nd a linear order including R, i.e., a list L of operations consistent with R.
Set P = max 1 { m f P {= ij p ij g, i.e., P is the maximum total processing time on the machines, and divide a time interval of length PT, where T = P n j=1 m j , i.e., T is the total number of operations in jobs, into T subintervals of length P. Each subinterval will include only one operation.
Let the rst j ? 1 operations of the list L are already included in the schedule, and let they occupy the total processing times T { on the machines M { , { = 1; 2; : : :; m. Let the jth operation in L require the machine M k . Then assign its start time on M k to be T k as a local time inside the jth subinterval. Assuming that the local start times of operations in the subintervals are xed, move the subintervals apart so that the release dates of the jobs are satis ed and the distance between any two adjacent subintervals are divisible by P. The algorithm obviously nds a minimum-period schedule because P is the maximum total processing time on the machines, a lower bound for periods. Special cases of the problem that cannot be solved in polynomial time by this algorithm is J2jprec; r j ; p ij = 1jP and even J2jp ij = 1jP because the size of these problems includes the number of operations in jobs under logarithms, i.e., the algorithm runs only in pseudopolymonial time. We suggest that these special cases are also well solvable but they require a special consideration like J2jp ij = 1jC max and J2jr j ; p ij = 1jC max do T97].
5.2. Trivially solvable minimum-period no-wait cycle shops. The no-wait constraint in periodic cycle shops often makes the related problems easy. Here we consider 1Cjno wait; n = 1; p i = q i =qjP and Cjno wait; n = 1; p i = 1jP. Their sizes are m log m + P m k=1 log q k and`log m, respectively. Let us take the former problem. Since all processing times are divisible by q we will consider an equivalent form of the problem, where q = 1, dividing all processing times by q. Without loss of generality we assume that the multimachine in this problem is M 1 . Thus, all operations on M 1 are of unit processing time, and the condition that start times on M 1 should be di erent modulo P becomes necessary for any feasible schedule. Let x i be the the start time of ith operation on M 1 , and let a i ?1 be the total processing time of all operations between ith and i + 1st operations on M 1 if i > 0 or all operations before the rst operation on M 1 if i = 0 or all operations after the last operation on M 1 if i = m. Therefore, if x 1 = 0, then x i = P i?1 j=1 a j for i = 2; 3; : : :; m. Thus, the problem is to nd minimum P such that x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x m are all di erent modulo P. It is clear that for a xed P this condition can be checked in time O(m). Remind that P Q = max 1 k m m k q k and note that, due to the no-wait requirement, the ow time j=1 a j for i = 2; 3; : : :; t and the problem is to nd minimum P such that start times x i , i 2 I k , are di erent modulo P for each k = 1; 2; : : :; r. For a xed P this can be checked in time O(t). Since we consider the case with unit processing times, C max =`and Q = m. Hence, the total time complexity is O(t `? m]) = O(`2 ? m`). 5.3. NP-hardness of minimum-ow cycle shops of rank one. In this subsection we consider RFjn = 1; p o = q o ; p e = 1jC max in an equivalent form as the one-machine problem of nding a minimum-length one-machine schedule for a chain J = J 1 J 2 J s?1 J s of nonpreemptive jobs with processing times a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a s?1 ; 1, respectively, such that the start times of the jobs are di erent modulo P for a given P. It is clear that s =`? 1 2 and a i = 1 + p 2i+1 , where i = 1; 2; : : :; s ? 1.
We use the denotation J 1 J 2 for any two subsets J 1 and J 2 of J such that J 1 2 J 1 & J 2 2 J 2 implies J 1 J 2 . Theorem 5.1. RFjn = 1; p o = q o ; p e = 1jC max is strongly NP-hard. Proof. We reduce 3-SAT GJ79] to our problem. Let fC 1 ; : : : ; C m g be a set of three-literal clauses with variables fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g. We construct the chain J as the union of four subchains A B C D and show that a truth assignment for the variables exists if and only if there exists a schedule of length T = 1 + P s?1 i=1 a i + 4m + 2n. Let s(J) denote the start time of the job J in a feasible schedule for J, and let r(J) denote the corresponding residue modulo P. Note, that we will not de ne P and the job processing times explicitly since we only need some speci c relations between the residues of the jobs processing times. Any large enough P > a i for all i will t. And it will be easy though tedious to de ne the jobs processing times accordingly. Let e(J) denote the earliest possible start time of the job J = J i 2 J, i.e., e(J) = Claim 5.1 shows that J 2 A implies r(J) = e(J) mod P in any schedule of length T. Hence jobs in J 2 A can be used to \occupy" some residues so that they can not be used by other jobs. Besides, Claim 5.1 allows to x desired start times s 2 e(J); e(J) + 4n + 2m of jobs J in C in any schedule of length T. This can be done by occupying all residues r 2 e(J) mod P; e(J) + 4n + 2m mod P] with r 6 = s mod P. The number of jobs and the job processing times in the chain A will easily follow from these properties. Now de ne jobs J C;1 : : : J C;2n+m+1 in the chain C such that ( ) for each i 2 1; 2n + m] there are exactly 2 shifts between start times of J C;i and J C;i+1 .
For each job J (which has to be de ned) with J C;i J J C;i+1 , i 2 1; 2n + m], let t(J) be the start time in a schedule of length T when there is no shift between the start times of J C;i and J (and there are 2i shifts before J C;i ). To obtain a truth assignment de ne for each variable v j , j 2 1; n] two subchains V j and V j of jobs in C with J C;2j?1 V j J C;2j V j J C;2j+1 such that the following claim holds.
Claim 5.2. A schedule of length T and j 2 1; n] imply that either every job J 2 V j is scheduled at time t(J) and every job J 0 2 V j is scheduled at time t(J) + 2 or every job J 2 V j is scheduled at time t(J) + 2 and every job J 0 2 V j is scheduled at time t(J).
Proof of Claim 5.2. The jobs J will be de ned such that for an optimal schedule one of the following two cases holds.
(1) The two shifts between J C;2j?1 and J C;2j are between the start times of J C;2j?1 and the rst jobs in V j , or the two shifts between J C;2j and J C;2j+1 are between the start times of the last job in V j and J C;2j+1 . (2) The two shifts between J C;2j?1 and J C;2j are between the start times of the last job in V j and J C;2j , or the two shifts between J C;2j and J C;2j+1 are between the start times of J C;2j and the rst job in V j .
These conditions will be used to de ne a truth assignment for variables: (1) to make v j truth and (2) to make v j false. De ne jobs J f;j and J l;j to be the rst and the last job in V j , respectively. The other jobs in V j will be de ned later. Analogously, de ne J f;j and J l;j to be the rst and the last job in V j . The jobs in A will be de ned such that r = t(J f;j ) mod P = t( J f;j ) mod P and such that r + 1 is occupied by a job from A (and all the other jobs should be de ned such that they do not use the residues r; r + 1, r + 2). This property and ( ) imply that J f;j has to be scheduled at time t(J f;j ), and J f;j has to be scheduled at time t( J f;j ) + 2, or vice versa (see Figure 5 .1 for the rst case). Analogously, de ne jobs in A such that r = t(J l;j ) mod P = t(J l;j ) mod P and r + 1 is occupied by a job from A (and all the other jobs should be de ned such they do not use the residues r; r + 1, r + 2). This property and ( ) imply that J l;j has to be scheduled at time t(J l;j ), and J l;j has to be scheduled at time t( J l;j ) + 2, or vice versa (see Figure 5 .1 for the rst case). But the third literal u l in the clause should be handled di erently.
De ne J j;l 2 V l if u l = v l , or J j;h 2 V l otherwise. De ne J j; such that J C;2n+j J j; J C;2n+j+1 and J j; is the only job between J C;2n+j and J C;2n+j+1 . Property ( ) implies that there are three possible starting times for J j; . Now de ne processing times of the jobs in J such that the following property holds (see Figure 5 .2). such that r(J j;h ) = r j _r j +2, r(J j;k ) = r j +1_r j +3, r(J j;l ) = r j +4_r j +6, r(J j; ) = r j + 2 _ r j + 3 _ r j + 4 and no other job uses one of the residues r j ; r j + 1; : : :; r j + 6 in any schedule of length T.
Observe that for each clause C j = fu h ; u k ; u l g, h < k < l, j 2 1; m] the variable v h ,v k or v l is false if r(J j;h ) = r j + 2, r(J j;k ) = r j + 3 or r(J j;l ) = r j + 4, respectively. Since r(J j; ) = r j + 2 _ r j + 3 _ r j + 4 at least one variable has to be true. Thus, a schedule of length T exists only if there exists a truth assignment for fC 1 ; : : : ; C m g. The inverse statement is obvious.
Corollary 5.1. 1Cjn = 1; p i = 1jC max is strongly NP-hard.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 2.1. The algorithm deals with the current set R of residuals modulo P engaged by the start times. At the rst step set x 1 = 0, R = f0g. After assigning all the start times, R will contain m residuals modulo P. At the ith step, i > 1, set x i to be the smallest integer such that x i mod P is not in R and x i x i?1 + a i?1 , and put x i mod P in R. (c) If t mod P is occupied by some operation O j with j > z, then schedule O i at time x i = t+b, where b 1 is the smallest integer such that t+b mod P is not occupied.
Step 2. If the condition ( ) does not hold, i.e., there exists an operation O j with j > z such that x j + 1 mod P is occupied by an operation O h with h z or there exists a su x of an interval of length > z containing only operations O j with j > z or a new interval was created, i.e., there exists an operation O j with j > z such that x j ? 1 mod P is not occupied) then set z = i.
To see that the algorithm works correctly assume O 1 ; : : : ; O i?1 have been scheduled and ( ) holds for S de ned by z 2 1; i ? 1]. Now, it is not hard to show that in Step (1) of the algorithm O i is scheduled correctly and Step 2 guaranties that ( ) holds for S de ned by the (new) value of z. To determine the ow time we make an amortized analysis. For this a counting scheme for the number of shifts made by the algorithm and a potential function will be de ned such that the total number of counts for the operations O 1 ; : : : ; O m does not underestimate the total number of shifts made by the algorithm plus the increase of . will be de ned such that it becomes not negative (in fact after scheduling an operation O i , i 2 1; m] the value of is at least 1 7 i@ i . After the de nition of and the counting scheme we show that the desired properties hold. To de ne and the counting scheme consider a run of the algorithm and assume a new value z = s was set when scheduling operation O s and the former value z = r has been set when scheduling operation O r , r < s. Consider the following three cases. It is important to say that the size of each of the four chain-like precedence-constrained equal-release-date cycle-shop problems in the above list is n + log`+ P n i=1 log l i , where n is the number of chains, and l i is the length of the ith chain. Hence, algorithms polynomial in n, i.e. in the number of jobs, are of exponential time for the problems. Note that the reduction C2jpmtnjC max / C2jchains; p ij = 1jC max follows from the preemptionchaining theorem T98A]. But the reduction C2jpmtnj P C j / C2jchains; p ij = 1j P C j is unknown. The subproblem of 1Cjn = 1; p i = 1jC max , where the period is less than the ow size of the cycle shop, remains open. In conclusion we conjecture that all problems established here to be solvable in pseudopolynomial time can be solved indeed in polynomial time.
